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Vol. 32, Issue 4
Thursday Oct. 16, 1980
Oct. 23

Trustees to ·h ear
LA dorm issue

into this LA issue, the students
"On other campuses throughwilJ never use LA dormitory
out Washington they have closed
again."
EWU's Board of Trustees are all housing. We thought we did•
Asked to explain the remark
expected Oct. 23 to again recon- the right thing to let overflow
housing
into
LA,"
he
said.
Monday,
Frederickson ansider the fate of Louise Anderson
swered:
"I'll
say that again, and
Asked
why
LA
Hall
was
conHall and whether to relocate
the more than 90 students who verted to a RCCE housing com- let.._rrie ... try to phrase it to you
have been housed there since the plex, Frederickson said, "Three as gently and as humanely as
years ago a group of hard-work- possible, and that is that our
start of fall quarter.
Fifty-five LA Hall residents ing, conscientious and good- hope is to have a conferencing
were scheduled to relocate to willed people concluded some- system; that was the original
other dormitories last week but thing else -an RCCE. My job is to intent, but to have it in such a
way that it could be run compatiwere told by Dick Flamer, acting effectuate .that.''
bly
with the interest of our
In
an
interview
Friday,
Fredprovost for student services, they
erickson
said
a
1978
Conference
daytime
dorm residents. And the
would not have to until after the
and Activities Center Feasi~ility more this gets polarized, the
board's meeting.
In 1978 LA Hall was converted Committee's (CAeFC) decision more people .posture, the more
from a full-time day student to utilize LA Hall for RCCE was they try to deal with problems by
occupancy to housing partici- made to "balance off the inter- confrontations, the less likely it is
pants in conferences scheduled ests of EWU students, com- we can make this a compatible
by the Regional Conference on muters, and adult learners and system."
conference-type learners.''
Frederickson continued: "The
Continuing Education (RCCE).
"The students have an entirely more likely it is that either you
RCCE's administrative offices
reasonable
point of view in ques- have a conference center or you
are also located in LA-Hall.
In a meeting Monday with tioning the committee's deci- don't have a conference center.
sion,'r he said.
Now, if you want an absolute
more than 150 EWU students
'
However,
Terry]
Ross
(AS
previctory,
consider the other possimost of them LA residents, EWU
President H. George Frederick-· sident) and Greg Fazzari (AS bility. It's as simple as that. If
son said placing this year's over- vice president) told The East- you polarize the issue too far.
"We would like to continually
flow of students requiring hous- erner that at an AS retreat Oct. 4
President
Frederickson
told
the
thru time be able to say RCCE
_ing into LA "was the right thing ·
student council "that if you dig
(continued on page 9)
to do."
by Jim Crosby
Editor

..

Gri.me ·'War' ends
by Debbie Bohnet

Staff Writer

. Governor Obey _Lee Ray's damaging 2 percent budget cut for the
f1seal year 1980-81)las caused much dissension among some members
of EWU's- faculty and staff as Qpposing sides explore possible
solutions.
The 2 percent cut is due to lower state-wide tax revenues. Ray
reduced all state university energy spending as a result. When the cut
went into effect (May 16) it was hoped things would be back to normal
by July. However, in August, the governor announced an additional 2
percent cut.
The EWU Physical Plant has adhered to the cut by reducing the
hiring of all part-time help. This action will in the long.run, cut down
on services previously enjoyed by both students and teache.rs. These
services include daily ~leaning of classrooms and offices. Which will
now be cleaned twice weekly instead of daily.
·
The ac_~ion has been met with some disapproval by professors, who
are now spending time cleaning their own chalk boards. One angered
teacher, Prof. Horace R. 'Simms, spoke out against the Physical
Plant's remedy.
"I feel I have the best job around. EWU has been good to me. But I
can't see that the functjon of a janitor should be assigned to a teacher.
As far as I can see the first thing the Plant did was to cut down on the
services for the students and the teachers. It makes me question their
priorities."
Robert L. Graham, director of the Physical Plant, defended his
decision in earnest.
.
''To 111ake up for the loss of funds we had two choices. We could
either reduce our part-time help or reduce the amount of cleaning
materials we buy. We took what we thought to be the best solution.
However, whenever you reduce the amount of workers you have you
also have to reduce the amount of work. We are concentrating our
efforts on lavatories and hallways where there is a Jot of traffic.'
. EWU's policy in situations that require a cut-back in employees is to
cut part-time labor before. full-time labor. In keeping with this,
Graham said, "we had to let go of our non-student (s_µmmer help)
early."
.
.
These are high school kids .who are enrolled for fa]) quarter at
Eastern.
,
We also have no~ been able to hire as much part-time help for fa])
quarter as in the past. It's a tough situation. The custodians have a
high regard for their work. They are afraid this reduction wiJl put
them in a bad light," he said.
·
Who will save us from this embarassing ring around the
chalkboard? It may be Washingto~ Water Power. WWP has lowered
thejr prices. This means the physical plant will be able to use their
savings to hire more student help.

Warning ·

'Rely' may be healt~ hazard
by Kim Church
Toxic Shock Syndrome, a relatively unknown disease, is quickly becoming a household word.
Over the past few weeks,
women have become more and
more concerned about Toxic
Shock Syndrome (TSS) and the
implications behind it. Although
the Center for Disease Control
(CDC) in Atlanta, Ga., has been
investigating TSS since October
1979, there is still not much
known about the disease.

Dr. Marynell Meyer, Cheney
Medical Center, said the CDS
knows that the disease is caused
by bacteria. It seems to mainly
affect healthy young women at
the time they are menstruating
and using tampons;"
Procter and Gamble, the
makers of Rely tampons, have
removed their product from the
shelves. However, Rely is not the
only tampon that has been linked
to cases of TSS.
<continued on Page 6.)

·RCCE meets regional needs
by Mari Perrotti
Entertainment Editor

As debate over squatter's
rights to Louise Anderson Hall
continues between students and
administration, the Regional
Center for Continuing Edication
(RCCE), an organization that is
unkown to a majority of oncampus students, continues business as usual.
Dr. Donald R. Horner, associate provost of RCCE, acknow,edged that some of the students'
strong feelings against the RCCE
are due to a lack of awareness of
the function the organization
serves in "relation to the university.
"Many of our activities are not
well-meshed with the activities of
an on-campus student," Horner
explained.

"Many students don't recognize that the RCCE is a managing
arm ... we are agent for delivery
of a majority of the service
offered by the university other
than on-campus functions, '' he
said.
The RCCE was created in response to a 1977 state mandate
which designated EWU as a
regional university. Thi~ designation created a responsibility on
the part of the university to meet
the educational needs of outlying
communities within the region.
In addition, the university had to
address the needs of the nontypical student; professionals,
community groups, and adultlearners.
H9rner cited some of the ways
in which the RCCE has met this

'

Happiness is a good tuck
Jeff Amsberry, public relations
What could possibly be better
than a' rub-a-dub-dub, three r:nen coordinator for the group, said
in a tub? Why a consumer service the money is to be used for a floor
with the motto " We won't rub vou party .
the wrong way," that's what.
" It is actually an investment
Tuk-in-Service is an innovating for the girls because they will all
consumer service which made its be invited," he said.
debut here Oct. 4. And since then
The men do not sell themselves
no one has been rubbed the wrong cheap (I mean short). Their rates
way, so to speak.
seem to be reasonable: 75 cents
The brainchild of Tom Julian, for a back-rub; 50 cents for a song
senior, the service offers EWU and story; and 85 cents for all
students back rubs, bedtime three.
stories, and a large variety of
songs, everything from country
The_men also have a group rate
western to classical all for a for five or more girls. This
'
. costs 75 cents per girl for .
minimum fee.
· service
The five-man business was the entire package.
created to increase Dryden Hall's
" We pe:for~ for a fee,'_' Amsfirst floor revenues. To date, the berry said, If there 1s any
men have earned $40 and have payment problems, we will acreceived many advances, "busi- ·
(continued on page 6 .)
ness" advances, that is.

mandate. The organization
manages and coordinates the
activities of the Bon Marche programs, the Center for Extended
Learning,
correspondence
courses, self-supporting credit
course in rural areas such as
Omak, Wash.
Also, the RCCE acts as the
managerial arm for the University Conference Division. This
division schedules the workshops
and seminars which are held in
Louise Anderson Hall. People attending these conferences a re
housed, at times, in the RCCE.
Groups utlizing housing facilities
on-carripus are charged anywhere from $5 to $40 per day for
accomodations.
<Continued on Page 9. )
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It is time to stand up and shout.
I can't hold back any longer.
I'm going to vote Jimmy Carter
for President Nov. 4, and with
some good reasons .
. The first reason is that the oniy
other legitimate candidate with a
chance is Ronald Reagan. That
should be enough to scare the hell
out of anybody.
A balanced look at what Carter
has done during the past four
years shows what can happen
when a candidate who is running
on an anti-Washington campaign
does once he gets into the office.
He. has made some mistakes ,
some bad, some small in nature .
He has had no scandals. He has
not led the country 'into war.
Concerning foreign policy, it is
difficult t9 defend the slips of the

no·
·, .r-tS. :·- :;- ~:.. · :r:!~::E:~L7:J%::~i
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Another'of Carter's weak spots
is his adqiinistration's shor.tcomings which are· ~ss the results of
flawed .judgment tHat it is a
weakness of reacting to public
6pinio~ instead of attempting to
. educate or influence the polls.
Carter, it is clear, has been
oyer-reacting to th~ polls.
The question of leadership is
the rhetorical arena
. brought i
often and most of it points to the
fact that y;ou can not measure
leadership on any scale.
In other words, leadership is
action measured by policy. In
tfiese terms Carter gets high
marks in international Felations.
Carter signed SALT II, put the ,
Panama Canal Treaty through
Congress, recognized the Peoples
ltepublic of China, brough about
an accord between Israel and
Egypt at Camp David, and estab-

• • <

lished low-level• diplomatic relations with Cuba (carr-ying on with
Jack Kennedy's 1963 initiative for
normalizing relations).

.
White House in tht? past year.
But
the
bottom
line
on
Carter's
Th~t goes for the phony flap over
foreign policy is the simple ~ruth,
the Soviet brigade in Cuba, and'to
If only for one second the
The Frederickson AdministraJim Crosby
seldom-acknowledged
by Repuba hostage rescue mission that
administration were t'o pull its
lion is aware of the need for more
Editor
licans, that the global view from
was too little, too late.
head-out and look up, it would see
, ' .
campus housing and is tossing
Let's face it, Louise Anderson
Washington in 980 remains a
Carter takes even more lumps
that
on
most
days
LA
H~ll
is
not
the
idec!
around
that
the
univerHall residents are in bureaugreat deal brighter than it does
in the are,a of international dipbeing
fully
utilized.
sity
should
have
a
new
dormicratic hell these days.
from the walls of the Kremlin, in 1 •
lomacy. The foul-up over US's
tory.
Not only must they withstand
whatever
direction you look.
f", '
UN vote on Israeli settlements,
That
phenomena
was
pointed
Why
build
a
new
dormitory
the pains of administrative unDomestically, Carter tfas been ·
the bugled decision to admit the
out in April in a report by
when there is one that is not being
certainty (whether they will have
the
first president to directly Shah to the US, and Carter's
Marianne Hall, EWU's housing
fully utilized? _Older, at least in
to vacate and when), but they
challenge the wasteful porkoverzea'lous response to the Sovdirector.
!,his instai:ice, is better.
also must live with ~he possibility
barrel water and defense bills so ·
·,
iet incursion. into Afghanistan
One argument for keeping
that wherever they are relocated
dear to congressmen and has
which a cynfc could, equate sucShe said: "The.high visibility of
RC~E in LA Hall is it stands as a
to, they might be asked to move
shown more concern for . the
cessfully, at least in motivation,
the ( LA) building sitting empty
lr_ibute to the university's comagain.
envirpnment than any president
with our own intervention in the
much
of
the
time
is
irritating
to
mitlment
to
the
entire
commun.
Think about that when you tuck
since Theodore Roosevelt.
Dominican Republic in 1965.
or
students,
e,
r
eating
a
source
of
ity,
benefilting
adult-learners
in tonight.
Carter's choice of, James
But to suggest, as virtually all
and con{eren~e ype learners.
~e~e~ent. These feelings are
Since Lt\ -Hall is. still in EW\J's
-Schlesinger
as energy secretary
That is a ~uasi~ai'gument · at · · verba ized lo parents and friends ' Republicans suggest, that Carter
·qormitory system but .. is being
was a mistake, however, imports
· "helped bring about" the hostage
<which l lend to hinder public
best. Let's eall LA Hall what it is
used as a boa,:ding house by the
of
foreign .oil have been cut 12
a,nd Afghan crisis is, well,
relations.''
'
now, a hotel for EWU visitors~
RegJonal Center for Continuing
percent since last year-.,. Carter
,
streching it a bit. I
and a very cheap one at that; on
Education participants, logic
has
also
made
an
unpopular
On the domestic front, Carter's
the average visitots are charged
Thal brilliant observation croswould indicate that other dormimowe in dec.ontrolling oil prices.
record is spotty, to be sure, but it
$9 for an overnight stay.
sed President Frederickson's
tory residents could be asked to
This
is certainly not the record of
~ isn't as bad as most critics of the
desk in May. And along with it
move for RCCE guests.
a
man.
with no leadership abiliPresident portend. The' "Carter
What seems to be a solid,
was Hall's recommendation that
Again, LA Hall has never been
ties. No critic of Carter can claim
Depression" hasn't materialized,
inpeneterable argu'm ent is that
LA be opened for full-time sturemoved from the dormitory systhat the President does not take
either in terms of human sufferLA Hall at a full student occudent occupancy if it were necestem, only its use has changed,
action, they can only disagree
ing or in economic statistics. No
pancy would bring in more than
sary to expand .housing.
from full-time day student resiwith what his actions were.
matter how much gloom and
<
$:100,000. Quick calculations indidency to boarding house. It's that
So
much
for
the
question
of
doom is pictured by Reagan and
. cate RCCE woqld need to fill 175
simple.
,
·
leadership and initiative .. Carter
Il is obvious that there is a need
his cohorts there just are not that
, days to equal that amount.
Sure, LA residents are there on
here
gets high marks. ,
to expand housing. That need will
many reputable economists that
Thal 's a lot of conferences. A~d
a 'tem'p orary" basis. Most were
In short, Carter should be
more than likely continue for
are willing to concede that there
you can't ask the Seattle Seain{ormed of that when ,they
getting
high marks from Demomany years.
is a depression in the economy at
hawks to stay all year.
moved in. But with the need for
crats who looked at the whole
I
present.
Nowadays when fiscal responI know it is early in the school
more permanent-type campus
record, especially in comparison
,
!
To argue that ther is a depresyear, but shouldn't administra- sion is creating political hyperhousing, - why should they be sibility is slowly replacing the
with Ronald Reagan's which can
traditional flow of nonsensical
tive common sense be making its
asked to relocate?
only be pieced togeth 11r from cue
bole and, as such, should be disdebut soon?
Why should LA residents be rhetoric, it would be a wise
cards and one-liners, and the
counted as being without subasked to disrupt friendships, financial move to put LA Hall
.I .
Republican platform.
stance.
.
back into [ull-ti'me use.
study habits, etc.?
What
will
Re_
a
gan
do
for
the
Yes, 12 pecent inflation (18
US? Reagan would turn the oil
percent in March) and high in:~
companies
loose to drill anyterest rates (now approaching 14
where, even , in our national
Classes in Lamaze Childbirth percent and going up fas't ) is a
parks. Reagan would either tell
preparation are offered in Che- tough record to run on.
~
the Russians to ·go to hell or cut
Of course the rates are too
ney on a regular basis for expecoff
all relations with ttiem.
tant parents. These classes · are high in light of his campaign
Editor . , , ...... ·.. : ............ •· ..................,.. Jim Crosby ' "'
Reagan would shelve SALT II,
also offered to single mot:1ers promises, but the auto indvstry
Assista~t Editor .................................. Kerry Lyman
blockade
Cuba, bury ERA, cut
who are encouraged to select a and Congress are partly to
Entertamment Editor ........................... Mari Perrotti
taxes, and balance the budget.
coach-friend to take the classes blame--the automakers for
Sports Editor ....................................... Jerry King
<How? With mirrors, says John
with them, or on occasion, a gambling disastrously on big
Anderson.)
Photo Editor ................................... Dave Sampson
cars and the lawmakers £011
coach may be provided.
Reporters ........ : ..... , ..... Chuck Bandel, Debbie L. Bohnet,
Reagan's view of the world is
The goal of the eight weekly balking at public service jobs.
Jennifer Bowman, Onu Echikunwoke, Dennis Hays,
naive
and therefore dangerous.
Monday evening sessions is to Carter opted for voluntary wageHis perception of the world is that
Kelly Hitchcock, Brian Humiston, Ginny Kavanaugh,
prepare the mother and her price controls only because he
there is a Soviet conspiracy beDon Pearce, Jack Peasley, Rory Talkington, Stephanie Vann
ceoach for the type of birth they knew that mandatory controls do
hind problems and unrest. The
Photographers ........ Allan Gibford, Brad Griffith, Marc Kriz,
not work either.
·
wish to experience.
.
Nancy Morris, Jeff Riggs, Jenny Santos
fact of the matter is that most of
Couples are given thorough
You might say that the past 3½
Columnists ................... Steve H. Hughes, Kenn Kassman
what happens in the world is be~•
preparation fur their labor and years o( the Carter presidency
yond the control of either Moscow·
Staff Artists ............................ Mike Ellis Mark Luna
birth by learning to use the was a learning process. Carter
or Washington.
A~vert~ing Manager ...... , ................... He~ry Strickler
Lamaze Method of breathing and has learned from his mistakes
Carter's ·performance admitC1rculatton Manager ....... , .................... John Hawkins
relaxa ·on. There is also a great and has rebounded remarkly by
Ad.
'
.
tedly
has not matched expectav1ser .................. : ....................... Tom Burnett
emphasis on procedures and al- making some redeeming detions but has any president's? A
'·
cisions after the blunders. The
ternatives in birth.
second
term for Carter would
The class fee of $25 (arrangeappointment of Muskie to replace
The Easterner
the student newspaper of Eastern1 Washington
bring forth strong policies that ' '
ments are m'ade for lower income
Varu:e and the placing of Don
University, funded by the Associated Students and published each·
will not be introduced because of
families) pays for audio visuals
McHenry into Andy Young's seat
Thursday of the regular quarter. Opinions expressed are those of the
swings in the political pendulum.
and
class
materials
and
is
not
at the UN were excellent,chQices.
Easterner staff and are not necessarily those of the Associated
(Public opinion polls, that is.)
used on a profit basis. For any
Both men have contributed greatStudents or administration. Address all inquiries and letters to the
Reelect Jimmy Carter? Yes,
other childbirth information, rely toward enhancing America's
Easterner, EWU, PUB 119, Cheney, Washington, 99004.
there's no other alternative.
lated questions, or if you wish to
image abroad.
Printed by the Cheney Free Press, Cheney, Washington 99004.
register for classes, call 235-4537 .
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Legal abortion)'s ·future
is in ·moralists·' han.d s
.

'

by Kerry Lyman
Assistant Editor

Polls indicate most Americans support a woman's tight to safe,
legal abortion. Only a fraction of that majority is actively working to
ensure that abortion remains legal.
However, a large portion of the zealous anti-abortion minority is
·very active.in the drive to ma~e abortion illegal again. And unless the
majority that favors legal abortion takes an active voice in the matter, ·
there is a very real possibility that abortion will once again be. illegal
1
in this country.
' One thing pro-lifers shm:1ld get straight is the fact that no law has
ever stopped abortion and no law ever will. The issue is not whether
abortions will be done, but whether they will be legal (safe) or illegal
(dangerous) .
.Pro-lifers say abor~ioq. is morally wrong. I say it is immoral to force
a woman to _choose between unwanted babies and illegal abortions.
Most Americans agree with me. A 1977 poll takep by the N.Y. Times
. and CBS showed that 74 percent of Americans agreed that ''The right
of a woman to have an abortion should be left entirely up' to the
woman and her aoctor.". A 1976 Knight-Ridder newspaper survey
showed 81 percent supported the same view.
However, a 1977 Gallup poll showed only 19 percent of adults belieye
abortions should be illegal under all circumstances. Should we let this
' small minor.ity dictate their 111orality to the majority?

Kerry
.

f.

Lyman

,.

I was under the impression that in a democracy the majority ruled.
· Anti-abortionists contend that life begins at conception and
therefore abortion is murder. Most Protestant and Jewish denominations regard the fetus as a POTENTIAL human being, not a person.
There is no consensus in the religious, legal, political or
scientific communities as to when the unborn becomes a person. It is a
matter of religion and values, not an absolute fact.
Pro-abortionists proclaim a woman's body is her own and she has
the right to terminate a pregnancy if she so desires. Anti-abortionists
say the fetus is in no real sense part of the mother but a sepai:ate_
person.
Th~ fetus is completely dependept on the life support systems of the
woman and is connected by a very real placenta and umbilical cord. I
contend this makes the fetu·s part of the woman until birth.
I just heard someone the other day say that a woman should take
precautions.and jf she.does get pregnant she should have to pay the
cohsequences.
.
This vindictive, self-rigtiteous attitude shQws scorn for women and a
feeling that sex is bad and-must be punished. Motherhood should never
be forced on a woman as punishment for having sex. Forcing a child to
be born as punishment to the mother is the ultimate in child abuse.
Yes, I agree there are precautions that can be taken to prevent
pregnancy. But there is no ,known contraceptive dev~ce 100 percent
infallible. ·Beside that there are medical reasons that prevent many
women from .using the most effectiv~ methods.
Pro-lifers contend that a woman may not bother with contraception
when abortion is easily available.
Let's face it, what woman would prefer an operation over other
forms of birth control?
Anti-abortionists also claim that most unwanted pregnancies
become wanted children.
Many unwanted children are abused, neglected and/or battered by
unloving or immature parents, Some are killed or abandoned after
birth by women who delivered .alone.
Pro-lifers say children from unwa.n~ed pregnancies should be made
available for adoption.
The Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences has
concluded that giving up a child after birth is a much more traumatic
experience for a woman than abortion. The depression and guilt
feelings felt by some women after abortion are usually ~ild,
temporary and outweighed by feelings of relief, they say.
Another argument against this adoption principle is that women
should not be forced to have bab.ies for infertile couples.
Anti-abortionists say there are alternatives to abortion.

A Carter Administr;Hion study group on alternatives to abortion
disbancfeq after concluding the only real alternatives are "suicide,
motherhood, and, some would add, madness." They concluded that no
woman should be forced to bear a child only to give it up for' adoption.
"Psychologically, giving up a child is far more traumatic than
having an early abortion,'' they said.
Pro-lifers also say medicaid should not pay for abortion and that it is
wrong to try and eliminat'e ppverty, by ,killing th~ unborn children of
the poor.
-.,
Women burdened by unwanted children cannot get job training or go
to work, and are trapped in the poverty /welfare cycle.
Anti-abortionists say they do not want their tax money used for
abortion; in Medicaid:We all support some government programs we do not Iii~. For
example, pac;ifisJs 1 tax ·dollars support the defense budget and
Christian Scientists must pay their share of the Medica,id program.
Pro-lifers, unable to get the U.S. Supreme Court to reverse its 1973
decision which made abortion legal, wish to add a "human life"
amendment to the Constitutio~. This proposed constitutional amendment would declare the -unborn to be persons from the moment of
c.onception. This would effectively make abortion illegal because
under this premise abortion would be considered murder.
Congress has not been willing to pass such an amendment so the
anti-abortion forces have turned to a fright~ning alternative, a
constitutiona1 convention.
Article V of the Constitution provides that an amendment to the
Constitution can be proposed by a two-thirds majority in Congress or
by a constitutional convention called at the request of two-thirds (34)
of the states.
~11 26 existing amendments were adopted under the first
alternative. They were all proposed by Congress. A constitutional
convention called by Congress on application of two-thirds of the
slates has never been used to enact an amendment.
As of March 1979, 14 states have sen~ applications to Congress,
calling for a constitutional convention to prohibit abortion, and
resolutions have been introduced in over 20 other states. ·
The pro~pect of a constitutional convention raises grave constitutional questions to which there are no clear answers.
·
There are no precedents to follow · in a constitutional convention
because one has never been called before other than the convention
which ratified the V ..S. Constitution.
No procedures exist for the calling of a constitutional copvention. No
one can say for sure how it should be caJJed, how it would operate if
called and what limits there would be on its powers.
Can...an amending convention be limited to one subject or might it
deal with any matter it chose? The Bill of Rights would be jeopardized
in a "runaway" convention.
How would delegates be selected? How would votes be allocated?
What role do the 'President and governors play? Do they have veto
power? Whc:1t is Congress' role in this amending method?
·
· Would the federal courts review disputes over the calling of a
convention and over its procedures? How are the internal rules of a
.cor-: ention made, who presides and what authority does the presiding
9fficial ,possess?
·
.

as

These are o·nly a few of the questions that must be answered if a
constitutional convention were to be held.
The leadership in Congress, President Carter, many conservative
politicians a nd most civil rights and minority groups are adamantly
opposed to the calling of a constitutional convention.
The anti-abortion group is so single-issue oriented in their ideo1ogy
!hat they are willing-to jeopardize the survival of the Constitution for
the sake~of their one issue.
Even the ultra-conservative, anti-abortion John Birch Society has
voiced its fears of the convention approach. John F. McManus, in the
May 26, 1977 issue of the Birch Log said: "We believe that a
Constitutional Convention would be a Pandora's Box that honest foes
of abortion would wish they had never opened."
The issue comes down to this: Do·es the government have the right to
legislate morality ?
As the law now stands women a re free to choose abortion if they
want it. But if the laws are changed, that freedom of choice will be
gone. In effect, those morally opposed to abortion will be imposing
their will upon everyone else.
Those that are pro-abortion do not wish to force their will on anyone,
they merely want the freedom of choice.

The LA Hall issue will be

decided at the next Board of
Trustees meeting, next Thursday
at 10 a.m in the PUB council
chambers.

,.

,

****

Any input about the LA Hall
issue would be welcomed by Vice
President Greg Fazzari, or by
any of the Dorm Presidents. All
input is needed prior to the bmird
meeting.

Students are still encouraged to
join. AS Committees and Academic credit may be given for
certain committees.
Presidents of Clubs and Organizations will meet Friday, 2
p.m. in the PUB Council Chambers.
For more information contact
the Associated Students office in
the PUB room 303, or call 3592514.

·
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New financial
aid program
helps fjnd -$
A new service designed to
assist students in need of financial aid to continue school or plan
for graduate school was announced recently by The Scholarship Bank.
According to Steve Danz, Program Director, the new service
will give each student a prin.t-out
of the scholarships, loans, grants
andwork-study sources available
to him or her in that student's
specific field .
Students apply by writing for
and f.illing out a questionnaire,
which is then used as the key to
the data bank. The questionnaire,
is like a mini-profile of each
student, seeking information on
year in schoo1, major, occupational objectives, sex, religion,
parent's union, employer and
military service and student's
outstanding abilities, such as
leadership experience or sports.
The service is so thorough according to the director, that in the
field of girls' sports .scholarships
alone there are over 2,09() entries.
The director also indicated that
the Scholarship Bank is the only
program that offers a full listing
of all graduate and post-graduate
scholarships, which would be of
interest to all grad students and
even faculty.
The data bank guarantees that
each student will receive at least
$100 in aid, or the service fee of
$35 will be refunded.
Danz indicated that students
unable to pay the $35 fee may
receive a "basic" print-out of at
least 15 scholarship sources for
$25. The $25 fee will give students
up to 50 sources of possible aid.
The data bank is up-dated daily
with new scholarships and information changes in current
scholarships. Due to t.he backlog
of applications for this unique
service, students should submit
questionnaires as soon as possible.
The service will also send each
applicant a publication on How to
Play Grantsmanship, which will
be of help to the students in
applying for the aid. The
Scholarship Bank cooperates
with financial a id~ offices and
does not duplicate their services,
according to the director. Most
financial aid offices give information only on sources that they
administer.
Write to Scholarship Bank,
10100 Santa Monica #750, . L.A.,
90067 for an application. Enclose
a stamped, self-addressed envelope and the required fee, or
call toll free 800-327-9191 ext 1 397 .)

The Associated Stude nts are
currently looking into the possibility of off-campus meal tickets,
a centralized student I.D. card,
and Tawanka lockers.

'****

All stude nts are welcome to

attend AS Council f!leetings on
Monday at 4 p.m . in the PUB
Council Chambers.

..
•1
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Concert review

.A R$ rocks pBvil,On,

crowd gathers.moss
by Mari Perrotti
Enter.tainment Editor

Easterne~ photo by Nancy Mallis
-Atlarita Rhythm Section performs before a crowd of more than 2,000 Friday night on Reese Court.

Why is it that the key to a successful Cheney concert seems to be as
elusive as a cure for the common cold? On Friday night, the Atlanta
Rhythm Section/Jr. Cadillac concert seemed to have the basics
necessary for a memorable concert. There were two rock 'n' roll
bands of considerable renown, an audience of '2,503, good weather,
comfortable seating, and free records and balloons distributed by the
Associated Students during intermis·sion.
Performances by both Jr. Cadillac and ARS were of a quality
befitting ten-year veterans.
.
Jr . .Cadillac warmed up the initial crowd of about 1,800 with 55
minutes of dance in-your-seat rock 'n' roll . That is when I noticed
something. As I was tapping to the hard-driving rhythms of drummer
George ·Rudinger and swaying to the sassy sa-xophone licks of Les
Clinkingbear I realized that I was one of the few in my section moving
to the music.
·
I figured that the place was .Just a little slow in warming up. I mean,
this is a Friday night concert...you can get sufficiently stoned on the
poison of your choice, grab your sweetheart by the arm, and go get
rowdy at a fine concert, right? I knew the place would start jumping as
ARS took the stage.
At 9:20 p.m., fresh off a highly successful tour of Japan where they
played to crowds of 40,000, ARS opened their set with "Champagne
Jam:" Vocalist Ronnie Hammond sweet-talked the ladies and
bantered with the audience.as he led the group through the set.
'
ARS has an impressive number of hits and the group was gracious
enough to sing them all. "Cocaine Charley," "Do it or Die,"
"Imaginary Lover," "So Into You," and "Spooky;" the band
delivered them with all the southern flair that is their trademark.
I checked the activity level of the audience. To the left of the stage
there was a collection of 15 people-dancing and clapping. As a matter
of fact, I think they cam~ through the doors in that condition.
The first 50 feel of the
floor area in front of the stage was where the
•
action was. Packed tightly together, a vocal crowd of 200 or so were
partying down in t.he greatest tradition of true rock 'n' rollers.
I noticed that the average age of this crowd was 18 or so.
I also saw an extraordinary number of cowboy hats. Being from the
East Coast, I always thought people wore them as a so,rt of selective .
mating signal (Oh gee, you're a cowboy too!). But I guess what they
are is an indication of who. knows how to party hardy around these
here parts.
There were some older folks (at least 2:3 or more> towards the back
of the floor dancing and watching the intoxicated few who thought they
could dance .
Thal is when the insight hit. Here I sit in an auditorium Qf 2,503
(continued on page 6.)

.Cheney_· prepares·for
its centennial birthday_
•

'

•

.

by Kim Church

The City of Cheney is beginning
to get dressed for its birthday
party_
In the spring and summer of
1981, Cheney will be celebrating
its 100th birthday. Before this
centenni'al celebration, Cheney
will be undergoing several
changes. The major elements in
the revitalization project will be
theme development and space
planning.
According
to Tom Richardson,
......
Cheney city planning coordinator, theme development has been
, discussed in Cheney for several
years. Recently the Downtown
Merchants Association adopted a
turn-of-the-century railroad town

theme for the downtown area.
Cheney was initially founded as
a railroad community and was
named after a railroad man,
Benjamin P. Cheney, who was
one of the prime movers in the
founding of the Cheney Normal
School, now Eastern Washington
University.
Richardson said Cheney citizens, businessmen and property
owners envision an attempt to go
to a cleaned red brick theme,
with suggestions of the railroad
theme in furnishings, signing and
store names. They do not plan to
overdo the theme, but to "unify
the area by common design
fea tu res."
The Cheney-AIA Urban Design

FRANKLY SPEAKING

.... by phil frank

IN\
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Lookto

MULTIPLE VITAMINS WITH MINERALS
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Take stock in Amenca.Buy U.S. Savi~ Bonds.

....

Student Special

$9.95
~t_t

future.
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Team also plans to totally revitalize the downtown area, not
just in.outward appearances, but
to in1prove the kinds and variety
of services provided to make
parking and circulation improvements and to develop a downtown
"mini-park."
Last weekend several designers from the American Institute
of Architects donated their time
to work with Cheney's design
team in developing workable
. . . ideas for the revitalization project.
Richardson said the group is
not finished co1lecting information and input. Within the next
two months, however, the group
plans to go on EWU's campus to
determine students' feelings and
ideas.

According to Money Magazine,
Olympia is one of the 10 best
small cities in America for job
opportt..mities and quality of life.
The October issue of the magazine says the Thurston County
city, with nearby Tumwater and
Lacey, is the second fastestgrowing metropolitan area in the
United States, topped only by
Fort Myers, Fla.
A healthy downtown, construction of a midtown marina and
plans for a performing arts center are qualities cited by the
magazine.
Timber is the biggest industry,
but government is the largest
employer in the Washington state
capital, the magazine says. The
city's largest company is the
Olympia Brewery.

LEFT..

/

your

.

Olympia is .m~re
than just -water

ff~ DID Pur 'cuR~ ·FcEi..ERS'
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$15.95

216
432

M.96

.OWL PHARMACY
120 F St. - Cheney, Wa. - 235-8441
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

Luncheon menu served from 10:30 a.m. - 2:15 p.m.
Thurs., Oct. 16 Crm Potato Soup, Hamburgers, Tuna
Noodle Casserole, Rolled Salami Salad,
Cream Style Corn, Salad Bar
Fri., Oct 1.7
Clam Chowder, Submarine Sandwich
Beef Hash/Gravy, Fruit Salad/Banana
'I
Bread, Buttered Spinach, Salad Bar
Sat, Oct 18
Brunch
', Sun., Oct. 19
Brunch
Mon., Oct. 20 Crm Mushroom Soup, Poor Boy Sand"
wich, Tamale Pie, Bologna Salad Bowl,
l.i
Mixed Vegetables, Salad Bar
Tues., Oct. 21 Chicken/Rice Soup, Polish Sausages, Potato Pancakes, Hot Beef San/Gravy, Vegetarian Salad Bowl, Diced Carrots, Salad
Bar
·
Wed., Oct. 22 Navy Bean Soup, Pizza, Pork Chow Mein,
Egg Salad Bowl, Canned Peas, Salad Bar
Breakfast/Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for 10
punches for breakfast or lunch at $15 per tickets or $1 .60 per meal.

'

Dinner Hours 4: 15 - 6:30

•
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I t:a1':.. This coupon is worth ·$10 towards the
purchase of any
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with the coupon $29.95

MATERIALS AND ASSISTANCE FOR A
SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
WE'RE OPEN 10-5 MON THAU SAT

PETE'S PAINT STORE
· - ·

505 2nd - 235-8014
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The funnY

Lunch ·

GlvB.it up just once

~~1 ~if!J ~ can 9.1lj o,,. do

~ 1bp itr! 1hi5 cold, O\Jtl wld fur
m~ blktd me in f/rt ~t ~ hi
IJ,t>, t~ d4'1, d/14 ~•J ~ ~lflh
C"'1P,!lffOh 11 !t'° I ~u1At10h

Or~anizers at Oxfam America,
the Boston-based international
f
relief and development agency,
~'fl1•+. t1oi on/!;, d11n9 ii-£6~
expect unprecedented support for
¼-Hit ._,o,/o ~ l~v1119 ;f...
the agency's annual Fast for a
World Harvest on Nov. 20.
~JW~\
"Responses to our announcements about . the Fait so far
indicate that as many as 500,000
individuals throughout the
country will participate this
1 year," says Fast Coordinator,
,
,
·
. Nancy-Smith.
The Fast is held each year on
• ~
1
the Thursday before Thanks\ 'i
i.
_I giving. "Fasting is a symbolic
,____________ -----------,----U----___:.--:---------- act,'' explains O"fam Executive
Director Joe Short. "It is a
statement against the inequities
/"·V'! LI//',
that contribute to the misery of
I
the millions of people around the
world who never have enough to

r\

ll~!iw~p;,.

~.lo +,:,,., ,·ng

·o ull men find comfort in ::;,~.~·:i:.\:ti~!e~~.:·~~
FI v .v I
they ao·· best ~::,,:, ":.":ri~~.: ~iii::~~~
U--.~
v ,·n:::!I'
that day, Fast participants also

·, :\

,·; .J;
,

l uA·Lkf! :Jt
:/U,'

by Jerry King
37-year-old auto mechanic and
Are you very dull? When people
writer, founded the club. "We're
at a cocktail .party begin to
tired of competing. We don't try
discuss hot-tubbing or therapy
to be considered interesting."
- groups, are you left silent, star"Dull is beautiful," says Bill
ing at the bottom of your drink?
Glanting, a cab driver.who serves
When the talk turns to astroas the club's Propaganda Minilogical' signs, instant tanning
ster. Glanting describes dull men
• booths or the latest Star Wars
as people who "drive Chevies and
movie, do you catch yourself
drink Budweiser. They would
scratching your head? Come to
never let Perrier touch their
think of it, when was the last time
lips."
you went to a cocktajl party?
The club had a humble beginIf you're not multifaceted,
niug. According to Trois, he met
don't hide it, flaunt it-and join
an Australian in a bar an~ got
the club!
into a discussion of the American
California, the birthplace of
character. "You people walk
disco roller skating .and pegged
around with your resumes pinned
pants, may'have spawned a new . to your chests," the foreigner
movement for you. For a modest
declared. "Americans are like
fee of $3.50 you can become a
inverted pyramids--the deeper
member of the Dull Men's Club.
you go the less there is."
The Dull Men's Club, based in __ Troise, bothered by the converSan Francisco (where else?) is - · sation, got together with friends
attracting hoardes of men who
and placed a tiny classified ad in
dread the thought of ever knowthe Bay Guardian.
ing all the things that "glossy"
"Dare to be dull," the ad read,
people know, who are exhausted
which was hidden in amon_g
by those knocking themselves out
others offering biorhythm charts,
trying to appear chic, or who are ' classes in "cooking with wheat
sickened by the hip attitudes of
germ," or announcing· that
the "me generation."
''couple seeks couple."
Born in a San Francisco tavern
Troise's ad continued: "The
eight months ago, the club has · Dull Men's Club is looking for
grown into an organization of
men who are really tired of being
some 300 dues-paying members.
interesting. For info, write .... "
Its motto is direct: "We're out
Troise's . mailbox was overof it and proud oNt," ijccording to
flowing wittiin a few days. An
Joseph Trois in an interview with
Oakland man wrote: "I look dull,
the Wall Street Journal. Trois, a
feel dull and I'm proud to say I
I

am dull. Hot tubs make my skin
hurt, and the water causes my
swim trunks to get baggy." The
club, figuring that anyone wearing swim trunks in a hot tub is
certifiably dull, accepted him as
member.

projects in some of the poorest
areas of Asia, Africa and Latin
America. "Our projects are aimed not only at meeting immediate
needs for starving peoples, but at
helping people improve their
lives, grow more food, and break

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE IN THE WORLD GO HUNGRY EVERYDAY

The club has big plans for the
future. One possibility is a Dun
Men's Hall of Fame. Among ,
potential nominees: Hugh
Downs, Walter Mondale, Ozzie
Nelson, Dick Van Patten and Bob
Barker.
Troise offers reassuring words
for prospective members: If the
60s were'the now generation and
the 70s the me generation, then
the BOS belong to us. So relax.
Have a beer. Play with your kid.
Pet your dog. Be out of it and
proud of it."

the cycle of hunger and poverty,''
Short says. Since the agency's
first Fast in 1974, participants
have raised nearly $1.5 million to
fund projects in poor countries.
"The Fast is really a grassroots event," noted Smith. "In
addition to individual support,
civic, community, religious and
school groups hold fundraising
events that range from craft
sales to marathons." In 1979
more than 4,500 groups and organizations participated in th~
Fast. A highlight of last year's
Fast wa'S a Congressional Fast
organized by New York State
Congressman Peter Peyser. The
event featured a bipartisan panel
of Republicans and Democrats
who signified. their support by
giving up lunch on Capilol Hill
that day. More than 1,000 Congressmen and their staff participated.
Short believes that support for
the Fast is growing in part because of increased public awareness about the problem of world
hunger. "It is increasingly difficult for those people who live in
developed countries to close their
eyes to the P,light of those living in
the poor regions of the world.'' .,

YOU CAN HELP

NOV. 20
FAST FOR A
WORLD HARVEST

( ;iv,• ur l'cllinJ,.; lnr .. 11 or p.1rl \ll d d.1 v i1nd d,,n,1h· YPllf" 111,,d lllPllt'Y IP
Oxfam-Amcrica lhl' inh·rn.1li1•n,1I ,1~,·m ·y th.i i lt,nd, .,..if -hl'lr ,lt·1·, •l11pn1<'n l
prujl'(ls in lh1· p1>1•n-:.I ,irt•,1, 111 A ,i.1, Alri1,1,1ml l..11in AnwriL,I.

CONTACT:
Oxfam-America 302 C1il11mhos Av1•m11•, ll1•sl11n , M,1M,.Khrn,...i1, 02 1!ti, lt:> 17 1247-3304

COME FIDDLE· AROUND
WITM THE CHAMPIONSHIP FIDDLERS

·I u8sday, ·October 21
7 p.m. in the PUB FREE
MINI CONCERT AND DANCE
TO FOLLOW
SPONSORED BY ASEWU

''CANDIDATES FORUM''
MAKE THE RIGHT DECISION!
1

Starring at Budget Tapes and Records: music from your
favorite Broadway Shows. And soundtracks from your
favorite movies.
You'll applaud Budget's everyday low prices. Cheer
our huge selection. The critics are raving. Stop at Budget
Tapes and Records,
N. 1212 Hamilton
Phone 489-8135

We'YeaotYourSon,.
And lbal'I Jtrformaaoe.
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LISTEN TO THE CANDIDA TES

John Spellman

. Tom Foley

Monday, Oct. 20
12:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 22
12:00 p.m.

John Sonneland

Slade Gorton

Tuesday, Oct. 21
12:00 p.m.

·Monday, Octobet 27
12:00 p.m.

ALL LECTURES ARE FREE IN THE PUB
Glwlhcllih
olmwik.

SPONSORED BY ASEWU
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Switchboard·iS··_
a... bsolete
j

..

..

I

'

•

by Stephanie Vann·
Eastern could do to accommoEasterner sta·f f
'
date this eitra demand would be . .
Ever have trouble dialing an ·· fo add five new lines, which
would be like putting a new
off-campus number? Ever wonder why? In' 1964 the campus
engine in a 1960 automobile."
switchboard, located in Pearce
This "automobile" is completeHall was considered the best
ly el.ectromechanical, unlike
system available. In 1980 that '· most digital systems. It is consame switchboard has become
nected to a 24-yearJ.Old "step-by-·
obsolete. This is· )VhY many onstep~' switching syJ.tem at the
camp1.1$ residents experience difcentral office of Telephone UWificulties placing off-campus
ties of Washington. Inc. in · Checalls.
ney. Adding new lines would cost
The 16-year-old switching sysabout as much a~ the original
tem has only 20 lines running in
system did when it was new,
and out and two operators on duty
according to a company spokestrying to answer the demands of
man.
approximately 1,200 people. With
By June, TU of Wash. hopes to
have installed a digital switching
odds like that it's no wonder
callers encounter busy signals, .or
system with numerous capabilieven worse, nothing at all when
ties and a price tag of around $1.5
dialing off-campus numbers.
million.
Donnelly said Eastern's admin"And the problem will get
istration would like to acquire ·a
worse before it gets better," says
'Ewu telecommunications anacomputerized switchboard and
lyst Brian Donnelly.
negotiations are apparently un''\ rith eP.rollment increasing
derway in Olympia, but the ;tuaannually, a much high demand is
tion still looks grim.
being placed on the switchboard
"Financially Eastern· is just
and its operators," Donnelly
not capable of installing a new
said. "At this time the best
system now," Donnelly said. "A

LA students want answer .

1

•

..

.

•l

new '100 series, would cost
around $100,000 but just when we
will install a new system is not
certain, but it won't be for at least
another year."

...

Depressing, yes? · There is a
positive side, however. Eastern is
one of the only universities in the
state which provides a phone in
each dorm room. Each dorm unit
•costs EWU seven dollars per
month. Part of the money ,students pay for room and board
goes to cover these costs.
Donnelly would like to assure
students that "the administration
is doing all it..can to keep up ·with
the problem."

Until the antiquated switchboard is replaced, switchboard.
operator Mary Mount suggests
that when dialing · off-campus
numbers, callers should dial 6
and the entire prefix, dialing
slowly with patience.
'

Review----'~ (continued from Page 4 >
people surrounded by first-class rock 'n' roll and l~s ~~n ~ne-fourth
of them are even moving! Could it be premature calc1f1cataon of the
spinal cord tpa t makes them sit so still? Perhaps they're all too stoned
<or not stoned enough) to applaud with e.nthusiasm.
.
After the concert, I pondered the situation. The concert w~s a
success !flUsically. Accoustically and vi~ually the bands provided
everything one expects in a Seattle-sized concert. The catalyst
missing at EWU was a responsive audience.
Unfortunately, an enthusiastic crowd is as essential to a quality
-concert experience as is good music. Until advertising techniques
draw the necessary people from Spokane, the problem will continue.
An overwhelmingly young audience needs the influence of nonstudents fro.m Spokane to loosen up and enjoy themselves.
Art Martin and the "daring dozen" of the ASEWU who book the
concerts are getting damn close to that magic formula that creates
"smash concerts."
If their advertising becomes more effective in drawing-peqple and
the students who attend realize that "loose" is pr~per concert
ettiquette, the next concert just might be the long-awaited success that
EWU needs to- establish itself on the college-concert circuit.
•

-

·T0xiC shock
from page 1.)
According to a recent Spokane
Medical Society bulletin, symptoms begin suddenly and progress quickly.

Tuck---

" Rely was used in 71 percent of
the incidents. Pl~ytex was in 19
percent,. Tampax in 5 percent,
Kotex and OB each were 2
percent," Dr. Meyer said.
Here in chis booklet are
t hings you need
co know about
the causes of
inflation - and
what you can
do about it .
The booklet is

FREE. For your

..

Copy, just write:
' Dollars and

Sense:· Pueblo.
Colorado 81009.

I

~

•.

Doctors have found no reason
why 'Rely has such a high rate in
the incidents, but women using
the product ar,e urged to change
to another brand or switch
methods of feminine protection.
Dr. Meyer said she realizes not
many women are going to want to
change their habits. She suggests
a compromise: "Go to the ones
longest on the market. Kotex,
Tampax, the ones that have been
tried more seem to have the
lower percentage of incidents."
Prompt r ecognition of the
symptoms is important the Spokane Medical Society states, and
if a woman suspects she may
have one. or more of the symptoms, she should contact her
doctor as soon as possible.
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Editor:
.
On Oct. 14, 1980, a meeting, called by Dr. H. ~eorge Frederickson,
EWU's president, was held in Louise Anderson Hall. The purpose of
this meeting was to allow students and administratio~ to address
questions and express grievances on the issue of L.A. Hall.
After the meeting, many students expressed their frustrations.
feeling that Dr. Frederickson had failed to address their questions in a
significant manner. For this reason, we have chosen a public forum to
express our opinion, in hopes of receiving a more informative
response from Dr. Frederickson.
·
·
In 1978, the administration approached Student Housing with the
proposal of tempor.arily placing the Regional Center for Continuing
Education CRCCE) in L.A. Hall, until a permanent placement facility
could be found. Student Housing agreed with this proposal, stipulating
that L.A. Hall be used by the J.tCCE for a period not to exc~ three
years, and that L.A. Hall be returned to the students as permanent
housing facility.
At this time there is a definite and growing need for ~rmanent
student housing. There are no contingent plans for the·construction of
a permanent facility for the RCCE. Yet Dr. Frederickson contends
that L.A. Hall is now, and will forever remain, the RCCE. ..
· Since there is a growing need for student housing, and L.A. Hall is a
permanent housing facility, we are forced to wonder why plans have
not been made for a construction of a facility for the RCCE, why L.A.
Hall has not bee~ returned to the students as- a ()f(rmanent housing
facility, and how Dr. Frederickson can contend that L.A. Kall is the
RCCE, when, in fact, L.A. Hall has retained its designation as student
housing and is now needed as ~ permanent housing facility.
Post Script :
Dr. Frederickson:
Your reply to this letter is expecJ ed to be submitted in typed form,
double spaced, at. The Easterner publicatior_i office, no lat.er than 8
a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 21, 1980.
Richard Dubois
Jane,M. Kearney
Bill Wright
Kerry Theer
• Bro o. Knc~pp
M. Scott Williams
Mark Tayi9r
Kathy Simons
Tom Demith

<continued from page 1.)
cept trades."
'
'The Tuk-in-Service caters anywhere pnor off campus, and will
even travel to Spokane for large
groups.
Shop hours are ·from 8 p.m. to J
12 a.m. weeknights, and 8 p.m. t~
" whenever" on weekends. Daily
appointments are scheduled by
calling 359-7211 or 359-7223.
So what does a typical appointment involve? For· starters,
there's a knock at the door. Two
men, showered and doused in
Brute (no extra charge), stand
outside the door dressed in
matching outfits. The men walk
in a residence (after an invitation).
<Clothes are required of both
parties.>
Finally, following preparation
(or the song, t,he men sing. While
singing, four hands press down
firmly on the customers favorite
rubbing spot. From then on, it's
a night to remember.

<continued

• · "She (the patient) gets a rapid
onset of high fever, vomiting,
diarrhea, and a rash starting
usually on her chest, stomach,
and abdomen. This can progress
and get bad enough that the blood
pressure will drop--the patient
will become disoriented, confused. It can involve many organs of her body and be r~pidly
fatal," Dr. Meyer said.

,,,

'

•I

The iasterner

Need new one

.''

.' .

.

81'ATJON

I

BE OUR ~GUEST
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•

I

•

•'

•

~

2 for ·1 REGULAR HAMBURJ;ERS.

fI

$1.50

~~ :I
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,
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~----~-~~~-~-------------J
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Oct. 24-30

Feb . 20-26

,
PICNIC AT
.
HANGING·ROCK (1975)

THE TREE OF
WOODEN CLOGS (1978)

Director: Peter Weir
Caat: Rachel Roberts, Dominic Guard
110 min. 1

Writer, director, photographer: Ermanno
01ml
185 min. (Shown only once each
evening at 7:3 0; matinees at 4 :00)

A group of young girls from a Victorian
finishing school go on a Valentine's Day
outing to Hanging Rock, a massive
volcanic formation In the Australian bush.
Four of them and a teacher climb the
Rock; only one returns, Incoherent; the
others .are never seen again. Director Peter
Weir (The Last Wave) uses haunting music,
dreaml.lke cinematography and rich
imag~ to depict a vision of civilization
confronted with unfathomable mysteries ·1n
the world of nature. In English. (PG).

f

THE SECOND
SPOKANE INTERNATrlONAL
.
FILM f, ESTIVAL -

This Cannes Film Festival Grand Prix winner
is a tapestry in semi-documentary style that
interweaves the lives of several Italian
peasant families at the turn of the century.
Using short vignettes and non-professional
actors, 01ml captures the slow, lyric pace
of the seasons, the rituals, joys and
tragedies of individuals at ,the mercy of
nature and a highly structured, autocratic
socle1y. "A quiet masterpiece." In Italian,
with English subtitles (not rated, probably
G).

I

,

Oct. 24, 1980 - May 28, 1981 .

Nov. 21-27

These recent productions by major
International directors.and
perfor~~rs have won widespread
crltlcal acclaim and promise a
season of great entertalnmentl-

March 20-26

. AGUIRRE, THE
,WRATH OF GOD (1977)

..

THE MARRIAGE OF
MARIA BRAUN (1979)

Director: Werner Herzog
Cast: Klaus Kinski
96 min.

AII films will be shown at the .Magic
t9ntem Theatre,·S. 123 Wall St., Spokane,
for 1 week, twice each evening at 7 and
9 p.m., and at 3 and 5 p.m. matinees on
Saturday and Sunday, except as noted.
A film critic or teacher will introduce
each film on Monday nights at 6:45, and
wil I lead a brief discussion after the
-showing for those who wish to
participate.

Director: Wemer Fassbindei
Cast: Hanna Schygulla
120 min.
Germany's recovery after the devastation
of World War II is the setting for this story of
a beautiful, clever woman who rises from
ashes to success as a business executive.
En route to the top, she uses sex and love to
manipulate her husband, family and
employer. Director Fassbinder, one of
Germany's most prolific new film-makers,
draws many parallels to modern German
socie1y in this tale of idealism relentlessly
compromised. In German, with English
subtitles. (R).

Around 1560, a large group of Spanish
conquistadores vanished in the upper
reaches of the Amazon. In director Herzog's
version of the story, the expedition falls into
the hands of one Don Lope de Aguirre, a
power-crazed lunatic who dreams of
stealing an entire continent. Klaus Kinski
creates a magnificent portrait of Aguirre,
who comes across as a breathtaking
combination of Hitler, Attila the Hun and
Richard Ill. Filmed in wild, awe-inspiring
settings, this short epic is one to be
remembered a -long time! In German, with
English subtitles. (Not rated, probably PG).

SEASON IICKET SAVINGS:
I. General public admission: all 8 films for $20, or
only $2.50 per film, a 23% saving!
-

✓

.,

General public season tickets on ~le only at the
Mogle Lantern Theatre before Oct. 31. Regular
admission for each single film: $3.25.

II. Students enrolldd full-time at any area college
or university: all 8 films for $13, or only $1.62 per film, a
50% saving~
·
·"

Ill. Faculty or staff of any area college ·or
· university~ all 8 films for $18, or only $2.33 per film, a
30% saving! •
r: Student anQ faculty season tickets on sale Oct. 10-31 at
'

f,

.

Apri l 17-23

lHE flCTURE
SHOW MAN (1977)"

BREAD AND CHOCOLATE
(1978)

Writer-producer: Joan Long
Cast: Rod Taylor,
Judy Morris, John Meillon
99 min.

Writer, director, Franco Brusati
Cast:· Nino Manfrecfini, Anna Karina.
111 min.
The hero of this funny, rueful comedy is
Nino, one of many ambitious Italia n
immigrants who sc ra mble for menial jobs in
prosperous Switzerland. As he goes from
one cultural blunder to another, struggling
for fhe knack of being blond, successful
and Nordic, Nine's misadventures provid e
sardonic commentary on b oth national
temperaments. In Italian a nd Germa n, with
Eng lish subtitles (not rated, b ut probably R).

Based on an autobiography of 0n
A, ,stralian movie pioneer, this charming
film recounts with rollicking humor and wit
the adventures of the showmen who
brought early films to entertainment-starved
bush and outback people. Combined with
a fine cast and superb cinematography,
Picture Show Man has been described as
the most enjoyable new film in years. In
English (not rated , probably PGJ.

Eastern. Washington University: PUB Information Desk,
Pence Union Bldg.

'

Dec. 26-Jan. 1

•

Please make all Category II and Ill checks payable to,
the Eastern'Washlngton University Artist and Lecture
Committee:.
ALL SEASON TICKETS GOOD FOR ANY SHOWING , ANY
DAY EACH FILM IS SCHEDULED

Ma y 22-28

Jan. 16-22

THE WONDERFUL CROOK
(1977)
Director: Claude Goretta
Cast: Gerard Depardieu, Marlene
Jobert
112 min.

SPECIAL GRAND OPENING KPBX KSPS BENEFIT CELEBRATIONI
Thursday, Oct 23. 7 30 and 9 30
at the Mag ic Lantern Theotre ·

A news item about a small businessman
who p ulled off robberies in order to pay his
emplo yees was the inspira tion for this film
b y Goretta (The LacerDaker). The original
title, Pas Si Mechant Que Ca, or Not As
Bad As Tha t , aptly describes the comic,
appealing Robin Hood who blunders into
one sad mess after a nother, includ ing an
extramarita l romance. His adventures, set In
sunny Switzerla nd, weave a pattern of
subtle Ironies, deftly obseNed. In French,
with Eng lish sub titles (not rated, probat;:>ly
R).

I

DINNER FOR ADELE
A crazy paro dy o f the Nic k Carter detective stories, In whic h Nick hunts
down the evil Baron Kra tzma n a nd his ma n-eatJng p la nt. Adele. Replete
with zany Edw a rdia n m echanical gadgets and spectacular gags. this
comic gem from Czechoslovakia promises a n evening of sheer fun !
Enjo y c ha mpagne punc h. refreshm ents, ontrnlg ht only showing of a
great new fllml
S5.00 minimum donation for season tic ket holders, S7.50 tor a ll others.
For reservations. coll the Magic Lantern at 747-1747, orKPBX a t 328-6729.

.

PERCEVAL
Director and translator, Eric Rohmer
Cinematographer: Nestor Almendros
Cast: Fabriche Luciani
137 min. (Shown only once e ach
evening at 7:3.0; matinees a t 4:00)
Rehmer, who d irected such delightful and
unusual films as The Marquise of O and
Claire's Knee, here endeavors to re-c reate
the spirit of medieval theatre. The
adventures of Perceval, a country bumpkin
who becomes a great knight, are based
on the 12th century poem by Chretien de
Troyes, and contain much to please lovers
of historical romance and myth - sly
humor, damsels in distress, Arthur's court,
and religious idealism. A ll are portrayed
with brilliantly colored, stylized sets,
narrative styles and music of the perloo a n extraordinary departure from the usual
history epic! In French, with English subtitles
(not rated, probably PG).

.

Sp onsored by the Eastern Washington University Artist and Lecture Committee and The Magic Lantern Theatre.
359-2379 or 747-1747.
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Qctober 16'

8:30 a.m. "Holistic Health and Healing Energies,"
Nursing Center Seminar
12 noon and 7 p.m. "Year of the Woman," Kennedy
Library Auditorium, Free

,.'.

. •:

~:,."1',

,:::;-,

;

October 17

I·. .~:.;::t):t;:,;;:;;~:;i,J~ji;L
...

-IL-

1: 30 p.m. "The Future is Now," , Washington Home
Economics Association Conference, Kennedy Library
Auditorium, Free.
1: 30 p.m. "Sleeping Beauty,'' Kiddie Movie Series; PUB,
Free.
9 p.m. ASEWU Dance, PUB.

; -,t

,

f.

~ --

.;.-~·
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,October 18
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October 19

r_:- \ .-Jr.: ,_
Anderson Hall has become a focal point for
students, administration, and community. Add to

7p.m. "Breaking Away," ASEWUMovie, PUB, Students:
75 cents, Non-students: $1.50

Eastern~, photo by Jeff Riggs
Uiat group the creative individual who displayed
this poster Monday evening-

October20

· Commeiltary ~----"--___:__----,-----::-..

3 p.m. ASEWU Council Meeting, PUB Council Chambers
7 p.m. Skate Night at Skate·Town, Spokane, 50 cents
8 p.m. Recital, Kar~n Noble, Soprano/James Edwards,
Piano, Music Building Recital Hall

'

:~· ·:W. lfte:. If it Upsets yO~t·:.

October 21

7 p.m. "The Old Time Fiddlers and Square Dance," PUB,
Free

,

by Mari Perrotti
Entertainment Editor

Compliments and complaints.
Kudos and carps.
On Thursday afternoons, after
th~ Easterner hits the stands, our
office phones ring continuously
and visitors saunter through with
their comments. Since our first
issue, The Easterner has heard a
variety of comments in regards
to the journalistic quality of our
newspaper.
We have heard charges that we
are biased in our "blatant" antiReagan editorials and cartoons.
One adviser said that articles on
·'special interest" groups such as
single parent groups have no
mass appeal.
1

students at Eastern are vqcar

The cartoons are too h,ighbrow,
our continued coverage of a
student's death too lowbrow. The
quality of the paper has improved
immensely... but we spend too
much time covering politics.
These and other observations
received through this office prove
one thing--students at Eastern
are vocal in expressing their
opinions. My, question to them is:
Can you write too?
1

students will either 'be interested or informed

you will see our staff doing all
three intensely. . Writing also requires that you think through
your opinion and the facts which
you believe support your perspective.

If there is· a thriving population
of single parents on campus
creating changes at the university level that should be noticed,
then write it down.

October22

1:30 p.m. "Same Time Next Year," ASEWU Movie
Series, PUB, Free
3 p.m. Student Recital, Music Building Recital Hall
7 p.n'l. "Same Time Next Year," PUB, Students: 50 cents,
Non-students: $1.50

~ .. inform, educate, occasion-

ally infuriate . .. '

,...

The old cliche of "fighting fire
with fire" applies here. The
impact of your voiced opinion
lasts only as long as your mouth
is open. If you want to convey
your thou~hts and beliefs effectively, then put them on paper.
The written word, in the form of a
letter to the editor, has power and
permanency that transcends the
range of your voice.

..

Prit yourself whe~e ·
you're needed

... - :

)

The Hair Company·
' 235-5169
(BY APPOINTMENT)

112 College / Cheney, WA 99004

PeJc(' Corps and VISTA V0lunteers
· h,Wl' a tradition of sharing the ir knowledge
and s kills v-;ith the people of developing
nations and here at hom e. They're indi viduals who combi ne a special sense of
,1dventure with a d esire to help other
I pc0ple .
Yl,ur Cl,llege d eg ree OR appropriate
\\'l,rk backgn,Lmd may qualify you fnr the
experience of your life . Our representatives
will be pleased to d;.. .:uss with you the
many volunteer openings beginning in the

', I-----------------------------·----~---·
NSPS ot"49° NORTH SKI PATROL
•I
I

.

.I ,
I
I
1
I

II I
I
I

i'

,

AND EAS ERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY ARE
SPONSORING A SKI EXCHANGE ,
Register Sale Items: Thursday, October 16 - 4-7 p.m.
. , and Friday, October 17 - 9-10:30 a.m.

SALES HOURS

WHERE:
INQUIRIES:

.

CLYDE LEIFER

1

I realize that putting pen to
paper requires time, energy, and
concentration. ..Stop by on Tuesday night, which is deadline, and

If you hate the cartoons, but
love our straight news coverage,
say so on paper!

Those of you who can write
The printed word has and will
should consider putting your
continue to be a powerful tool in
comments on paper. If there is a
the university setting and beyoung republican seething over
/
yond.
We at The Easterner use
our anti-Reagan editorials, let
this tool with relish to inform,
him write a letter to the editor
educate,
occasionally infuriate,
and set-the record straight, as he
and hopefully stimulate you.
sees it.
Our editorials are oplmons
based on facts . Our articles are
written because we believe students will either be tnterested in
the subject or informed enough
by an article to develop an
interest.

I

2 p.m. "Sleeping Beauty," Kiddie Movie Series, PUB,
Students: 50 cent
7p.m. "Breaking Away," ASEWUMovie, PUB, Students:
75 cents, Non-students $1.50

l

,.

'

Priday, October 17, 1:00-9:00 p.m.
. Saturday, October 18, 9:QO..1:00 p.m.
EWU PE Activities Building
Albers Court in Cheney, WA 99004
UNIVERS':Y'CONFERENCES 359-2406

I
I
I

1

I

II
I
I
I

.

.

I

------------------~------------------·
..

·Peace Corps
and VISTA.
Experience
Guaranteed.

next 12 months.

OCTOBER 22-23
Information 9am-4pm P.U.8.
OCTOBER 23
Peace Corps/VI STA Slide Seminar Noon-1pm
390 Showalter Hall
OCTOBER 23-24
~cheduled Interviews, 31 O Showalter Hall.
Sign up in advance at Placement Office.

.

'
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Fellowships offered
r--coMMUTERBUSSCiiEDULE-FALi-i98ol
I
I
• • J',

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

WEEKDAYS
LEAVE
w. COLISEUM
PARKING LOT

LEAVE
HOWARD &
RIVERSIDE

LEAVE
FREEWAy &
JEFFERSON

LEAVE
E. w. u.
PUB

LEAVE
FIRST &
COLLEGE

s:4o
7 : 00
7 :ss
s:1s
9 :10
9 : 30
10:2s
11 : 25

s:45
1: 05
s:oo
s:20
9:1s
9:35
10:30
11: 30

s:so
s:os
s:25
9:20
9:40
10:35
11 : 35·

ll:~
1: 55
3:10
4 :oo
4 : 30
s:1s
s:so
s:20
9:o5
s:a5
10:20

ll:~
2:00
3:15
4:os
4:35
s:20
s:as
. s:25
9:10
9:~
10:2s

ll:50
2:os
3:20
4:10
4:~
· 5:25
s:~
s:so
9:1s
9:45
10:so

8:45

8:50

n:45
2:45
5:45

11:55
2:so
5:50

1: 1o

/

1:20
1: 40
s:3s
s:ss
9:so
11:os
12: os

1,:25
1: 45
s:40
9:oo
9:ss
10:1s
11:10
12: 10

1:20
2:35
3:so
4:~
5:10
s:55
1:10
·9:00
9:45
10:15
11:00

1:25
2:40
3:55
4:45
5: 1~
s:oo
1:1s
9:os
9:50
10:20
11:05

9:20
12:20 p.m.
3:20
6:20

9:25
12:2s
s:25
6:25

10:10

I

8:~ a.m.

I

11 :~
2:~
5:40

Fare

WASHINGTON, D.C.--The Na-

1
1

I
I
I

II
I
I

SUNDAY

! No bus service.
i

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SATURDAY

1
1

I

I

P.M.

I
I
I

to five ·minorities

I

A.M.

I
I
I
I

I

.
.

Transfers

60c

I

aoe

Senior Citizen/Handicapped Fare

I
I

25c

!

1-------------~--------~·-----------~
A service provided by the ASEWU and the City of Cheney.

.

tional R search Council plans to
award approximately 35-40 Postdoctoral Fellowships for Minorities in a program designed to
provide opportunities for continued education and experience
in research to American Indians
and Alaskan Natives (Eskimo or
Aleut), Black Americans, Mexican Americans/Chicanos, and
Puerto Ricans.
Fellowship recipients will be
selected from among scientists,
engineers, and scholars in the
humanities who show greatest
promise of future achievement in
academic research and scholarship in higher education.
In this national competition
sponsored by the Ford Foundation, with additional support from
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, citizens of the United States who are members of
one of the designated minority
groups, who are engaged in college or university teaching, and
who hold doctoral degrees may
ap1,ly for a fellowship award of
one year's duration.

LJ\" Hall- ~ --

Edie Bucklin, director of
Eastern Washington University
Dance Theatre, has announced
the results of recent dance auditions.
Dancers for the theatre this
year are: Kent Anderson, Jerry
Bates, Tony Benson, Marita
Brown, Clinton Buel, Suzette
Carlson, Rob Cook, Tracye Cook,
Laura Danskin, Debbie Floberg,
Craig Foster, Dianne K. Goetz,
Thomas A. Grant, Michele Heffron, Becky Iverson, Joanne
Jaynes, Owe~ R. Johnson,
Adrienne Lambert, Stacy J.
Main, Therese Mcilvaine, Linda
Moore, Sherry Poore, Kim Resnik Weeks, and Karen Young.
Rehearsals will begin immediately for DANCERS' DANCES,
which will he presented on Thursday, F'riday, and Saturday nights
fromJan. 22 through Feb. 7, 1981.
The production will include
works choreographed by Bucklin,
by Leonard Fowler, artist in_
residence, and by three students:
Marita Brown, Debbie Floberg,
and Adrienne· Lambert. The
dances wHI consist of a variety of
styles from ballet to modern to
jazz dance.
'

(continued from page 1' . )
Horner said conference planning
officials are being told they
can be used as overflow. Howmay have to locate temporary
ever, if it appears that everytime
housing
in the area for future
it is used as an overflow, from
conferences.
then on in there will be a.fl
Meanwhile, Frederickson told
attempt each year, essentially, to
students
Monday there were not
examine the policy. And that
enough beds ( 15-90) lo accommomakes it more difficult. That's
date all LA residents, adding that
what that meant, " Fredericks-on
if students could not be relocated,
explained.
they would be allowed to stay in
In April 1978 The CACFC recLA.
ommended to Frederickson that
Frederickson also said he unLA Hall be used by short-term
derstood that all LA residents
participants in workshops and
had signed housing agreements
conferences, part-time students,
which indicated that the students'
university guests, parents and
room~ were only temporary.
families "and other universityBut three LA residents -rerelated individuals
whose hous,,.,.
./sponded that they were not ining needs do not conform to the
formed of the terms of the
regular 1-Qusing program."
agreement, which includes a
This year's overflow of housing
statement indicating that a sturequests have Hmited RCCE's
dent has 72 hours after receipt of
scheduling of conferences, said
a notice to relocate.
Don Horner, assistant provost for
"All I know is the director of
continuing education.
housing was supposed to have
"We didn't aggressively atkept the students informed and
tempt to keep RCCE well-occuthat any student who took a bed in
pied for Octo~er and November
this facility was suppose to know
( because of the overflow),'' he
what the circumstances were,"
said.
Frederickson said.

<

5 % off all product
lines for EWU students

CALL 235-4727 or 236-4200

ASK ABOUT OUR .
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Tenure of fellowship provides
post-doctoral research experience at an appropriate nonprofit institution of · the Fellow's
choice, such as a research university , government laboratory,
national laboratory, privatelysponsored nonprofit institute, or
a center for advanced study.

,,

The deadline date for the submission of applications is February 2, 1981. Further information
and application materials may be
obtained from the Fellowship
Office, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20418.

Continued from Page 1. >

Horner explained, " The RCCE
is not run on university tax
dollars ... we must generate are
own revenue.•'
The university provides three
budgets: an administrative budget for the provost and his staff's
salaries, and salary budgets for
employees at the Bon Marche
and the CEL. Horner said that the
RC.CE genera-led approximately
$600,000 in gross revenues during
79-80 year.
When asked about the current
housing dispute, Horner d;scussed the RCCE's function as a
"residential learning facility."
"The regional center brings a
variety of people and resources
together to which the on-campus
student can be exposed. A student
can rub elbows with adult educators, professional, and 40-50
year old adult learners in a nontraditional setting," Horner said.
The RCCE originally had six
rooms in which to house seminar
and workshop participants from

outlying areas . 'We avoided soliciting heavy programming for
fall quarter because of the student overflow problem, '' Horner
said.
While acknowledging the inconvenience of having to house
visitors in off-campus locations,
Horner emphasized the fact that
" the RCCE would schedule its
activities around the housing
situation."
If given a large number of
rooms for visitors the associate
provost said he saw no problems
in " working towards main taining
maximum occupancy. "
"Of course we ha ve our 'druthers' in term of facili ties ava ilable to us for housing . . .the
RCCE , however, does not determine the housing situation in LA
Hall . .. that decision rests with
the administration ; we will simply adjust our programming according to their priorities," Horner said.

----------------------------

The Good Neighbor
is you. Belong..
r-----------couPON·----------1
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Awards will be made in the
areas of behavioral and social
sciences, humanities, EMP fields
(engineering sciences, mathematics, physical sciences), life sciences, and for interdisciplinary
prog rams of study. Awards will
not be made in professions such
as medicine, law, or social work,
or in such areas as educational
administration, curriculum supervision, or personnel and guidance.

RCCE- - - - -

•,

Theatre
'chooses
dancers

I

I
I

I
I

10°10 off
with EWU student ID

I

~

~

1
I
•
Coupon Expires Nov. 1, 1980
I
L-----------COUPON·---------J

Coupon Offer good 10/16/80 to 10/22/80

lI

I
I

·
r~-------~-------------7
II
TUB OF FRIES
:I

In Beautiful ~wntown Cheney

I

$2.39

,

:

2 for 1

:

I

Coupon Offer 10/16/80 to 10/22/80

I

·-------·- -·- -·- -·- ·- ·- ·- -·- ----·
COUPON

---~----~-----~------------~
"·
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Eastern tramples-.Cal-Stat~, 24-3
.;.

Se'cond half explosion
carrieS EWU to win
Fresh from a resounding vicquarterb~cks in the nation.
tory over Cal State Hayward,
Viking receivers Clint Didier
Eastern Washington University
and Jeff Rudolph both rank with
will face its most challenging
1980 national leaders in all diviassignment of the 1980 football
sions and they are one-two in
season Saturday night when the· Division I-AA.
Eagles meet passing star Neil
The run-and-shoot Portland
Lomax and the Portland State
State attack features four, and
Vikings in Portland.
sometimes, five eligible receivEastern, bidding for national
ers with fullback Joel Sigel the
ranking in NCAA Dfvision . II, · only significant runner.
ro1led up its fourth victory in five
Portland State has not scored
starts last Saturday night, breakless than three touchdowns in any
ing loose in the second half to turn
game this season. However, the
back Caf State Hayward, 24-3: •. Vikings are vulnerable on deMeanwhile, Portland State
fense. Their two defeats were in
thumped Puget Sound, 37-14, as
meetings with Big Sky Confe,rthe Vikings, whQ play in Division
ence schools. Idaho State beat
1-A·A, improved , their record to
Portland State, 59-33, and Idaho
three wins, two losses.
followed with a 37-27 win two
Portland State, coached by
weeks ago.
Darrel '. 'Mouse" Davis_, and EWU
Coach Dick Zornes, who has led
will meet for the eighth time
EWU to 11 victories in 14 starts
Saturday. Kickoff. in Civic Stasince taking over last fall, faces
diwn will be 7 p.m. The Vikings
the Portland State assignment
have wen five of seven previous
with obvious concern. "Injuries
contests between the two schools
and inexperience make us pretty
'
including
a
51-0
triumph
when
the
thin in the secondary,'' he said.
Eagle qua1·terback Dan Daly [7 J tosses to Darryl
on to blast Cal-State 2-&-:l, last Saturday night at Albi
two
last
met
'in
1975.
·
"Wetve ~nown it all along and
Stadium.
Bdl [:!8 I who turns it into a long-gainer. EWU went
Lomax, a 6-3, 215-pound.senior
we'll. just have to do our best
from Lake Oswego, a Portland
against an outstanding quarter.;
'
.
Suburb, holds naHonal career
back."
records in most passing categories, including completions, total
Eastern has surrendered only
offense and passing yardage. He
548 air yard~ in five games and
'
.
.
completed 299 passes for 3,950
the Eagles have picked up 11
•·
'
yards and 26 touchdowns last f~ll. ·
interceptions. However, against
He has completed more than 700
their only pass-oriented opponeers had problems in the first
Schober pass to set up EWU's
by Don Pearce
passes
for
more
than
11,000
yards
nent,
UPS, Eastern was touched
next TD.
quarter offensively, with the only
Easterner Staff
during his college career.
for more than half the yardage,
Bell took a pitchout on the_
The Eastern Eagles gave les- scoring threat being halted by a
Lomax
is
expected
to
be
a
almost
half the season complesons on how to beat the blitz last penalty,. The Pioneers marched
second play, cut back against the
first-round professional draft
tions
and
three touchdowns as
grain, and took advantage of a
Saturday night, scoring three to the Eastern 15.-yard lihe, and
choice by many scouts and. the
Steve Hunt completed 22 throws
second-half touchdowns to dis- seemed to be on their way to a
Kelly Roarke block for a 25-yard
curly
haired
righthander
is
for
306 yards working from a
mantle Cal State Hayward Pio- TD, but a 15-yards holding penalscoring run. Wilson's kick was
'
\
ranked
with
thel~st
three
or
four
.shotgun offense.
neers, 24..3, before some 6,000 ty put them out of scoring range.
good, and in 54 seconds, Eastern
Early in the second quarter,
'had blown the game open, 17-3.
fans at Albi Stadium in Spokane.
The win was Eastern's ele- Cal State fumbled on their own
EWU finished the scoring on a
19, and Eastern drew first blood
venth straight at ·home, raising
four-yard run by Bell, his second
touchdown of the evening. The
its record to 4-1. Cal State on a 32-yard field goal by Blaine
dropped to 3-2.
Wilson.
Eagle scoring drive took just six
plays to cover 39 yards.
Late in the quarter, the second
EWU coa ch Dick Zornes was
Eagle fumble set up the only
visibly pleased after the contest.
EWU's defense allowed the
other score of the half, as Hay"In the second half we figured out
Pioneers
only 187 yards in total
ward took the ball down to the
what we could do to counter the
offense with only 45 yards coming
Eagle 13, and Pat Croak booted a
blitz, · and executed our plays
through the air. Bell was again
30-yard field goal with only one
much better:"
the Eagles leading rusher, gainsecond remaining.
"Our offense was sluggish in
ing
98 yards on 19 carries, to go
The Eagles came to life in the
the first half and our defense kept
along with his two touchdowns.
third period. The running of
us in the game. They played
"Hayward is a good football
Darryl
Bell
and
the
passing
of
super. (Darryl) P~pe, (Steve)
team,
but we played like a good
Jim Brittain took Eastern 67
Sinclair and (Eric) McIntyre
football team this week," Zornes,
yards in nine plays. Todd
made super plays all game long,''
said.
The Eagles will play ··anoMcGrady ran a counter play in
Zornes said.
ther good football team this
from nine yards out to score the
The Eagle defenders gave up
Saturday
when they travel to the
touchdown.
just three points and held Cal
Rose City to take on Portland
Wilson added the PAT making
State twice deep in Eagle terriState
University, and their highly
the score 10-3.
tory after the offense fumbled the
Easterner photo by Dave Sampson
touted
run-and-shoot offense, in a
On Hayward's next play, Eric
ball away.
E\\'U
tailba~k
Darryl
Bell
cut
back
against the grain for a 25-yard
night contest.
McIntyre intercepted a Pete
Both the Eagles and the Piotouchdown in a 2-&-3 romp over Cal-State.

.

.Eagles beat blitz

4

.

..,

Racquetball club wins
I

The EWU Racquetball Club
continued their impressive play
last Thursday, beating the Central Park Raequetball Club in
Spokane, 13-3.
·
The victory raised Eastern's
record to 2-1 on the season and
was viewed as a fine effort by
player-coach Pat Whitehill.
"We've done well so far," he

said. ' 'The match we lost was to
Family Fitness Center, which is a
very tough team. We got some
fine games from several of our
people last week."
Whitehill said key figures in the
Eagle victory Thursday were
John Cologni, Butch Miller, Skip
Amsden, Tim Tonai, Roger Dike,
and Bill Ulmanck, who alJ won

handiJy.
EWU's next match is scheduled
for Thursday evening at 6 p.m.
here on campus. Their opponent
will be the Eagles Club of Spokane. Whitehill doesn't expect too
· much trouble.
"They have some strong players," he said. "But as a team, we
· have a lot more ability."
'
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20% OFF
till Oct. 31, 1980
STUDENTS ONLY

··

. Jiffy Cleaners
Alterations & Drapes
1708 Flr$t St.

Cheney, WA 99004

235-6249
Manager 'Terry L. Jones

MOBILE HOME
FOR SALE
1O' x 40' includes

CARPETS, DRAPES; ANO
APPLIANCES

M,300

CALL 489-2543
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·eommentary

Revival of gladiators games proposed
by Jerry King

Sports Editor
1
Are you tired of hearing "lightweights" complain about too
much violence in sports? Fed up
watching your tax dollars wasted
on state prisoners who are always rioting? _Sick of seeing the
rejects from Cuba dumped into
our melting pot?
These and other aggressionbased problems may result in a
new sport with disgruntled sports
fans getting the last laugh. But to
appreciate the sport, one must
understand "aggression."

Sigmund Freud, the father of
modern psychology, was pessimistic about the possibility of ·
mankind ever eliminating aggression and aggressive acts.
Freud defined aggression· as
"behavior intended to injure another person or to destroy property." ·
Freud viewed aggression as
one of the two basic instincts of
. man. He believed that the energy
of the death instinct builds up

within man until it must be
Modern gladiator games would
discharged, either outwardly
be similar to the Roman glad~athrough overt aggression or intors who fought to the death in
wardly in the form of selffront of the public in the Coliseum
destructive acts.
in ancient Rome. Today however,
In other words, aggression and, . state prisoners, foreign rejects,
moreover, violence, will always
hijackers and other undesirables
exist in man. Thus, to solve the
would fight each other in a large
problems caused by too many
every-man-for-himself battle. ·
over-aggressive idiots, whose
The last surviving contestant, the
actions our society condemns, a
winner, would be rewarded with
resurrection of the Roman gladfame and an easy, luxurious life
iator games seems necessary.
in exile in Southeast Asia.
For the game itself, 25 prisoners
would be fighting at each
· 'Twenty-five prisoners
event <ferocious animals could be
would be fighting at
added for color) . The event could
each ·e vent ... ferobe staged at any large football
stadium.
Spectators would be
cious animals could
be
r
separated from the contestants
added for color.'
by 20 foot high, unbreakable
hockey-type glass which would
also
act as the boundary for the
Roman gladiator games were a
arena.
controlled method in which sociPrior to each event the contestety's rejects would destroy each
ants
would be allowed to draw, at
other and, at the same time,
random, one hand tool which they
alleviate such problems as viowould
be able to use as they
lence and over-population in prisons while saving ·money for the
taxpayer.

Spikers take thi~d
at Port/Bild_ tourney
Eastern's • w.omen's volleyball
team, coming off last Thursday's
loss to nationally ran).ted Montana, placed third in a tournament held in Portland last weekend. And Tuesday, the Eagles
lost a close one in five sets to
Lewis and Clark St.ate College.
EWU lost three out of four to
Montana in their last home
match of the season. But Portland was a much happier story
for the Eagles, after a bit of a
shaky start.
On Friday night, Eastern lost a
match to a team of former major
college players. The United
States Volleyball Association, a
team out of Seattle, b~at the
Eagle 15-7, 15-11. Saturday, the
team started the day with a 15-4,
15-8 drubbing of the University of
Portland, and then, two of the
biggest wins of the ·season for
EWU . The Eagles beat Oregon
State University, an , NCAA Div~
ision I team, in a close match
15-12, 15-13. Then they beat a
scrappy Whitworth team in a
three-game match. Whitworth
had won a match earlier in the
season between the two teams, so
this victory tasted pretty s~eet to
the Eagles.
·
After that good morning, however, things went downhill for the
Eagles. Eastern lost to the Uni-

BUY THE BEST
AT WHOLESALE!
•Shampoos & Conditioners
•Cleansing Bars & Creams
•Deodorants
• ,Laundry Concentrates
•Powders & liquids
•Cleaners
•Nutritional Products
•Protein Energy Bars
•Vitamins & Minerals
Distributed by Julie
1418 Third St.
Call 235-8489 ,

versity of Oregon, another Div. ision I tean:i, to finish in their
section of the tournament. This
meant they had to face the first
place team from the other section
in the semifinals. Portland State
won that match 15-9, 15-5, and
went on to win the tournament.
The loss dropped the Eagles· into
a third place tie with the University of Montana,.
In Lewiston Tuesday, Eastern
was beaten in a five-set ~atch,after winning the first two sets.
The . Eagles won the opener
handily but they found themselves down 4-14 in the second.
EWU then ran off 12 straight
points to win that game. L-C State
won the next three games, however, 15-6, 15-8, 15-12 to take the
match and drop the Eagles'
season record tc 14-10.
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Dave's Auto
AUTO REPAIR - BODY SHOP
GLASS - WRECKER
NEW AND USED PARTS
VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
6 STATE HOT UNE SERVICE
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE .

Route 2, Box 45
Chene~, WA 99004
838-3677 Spokane
Phone 235-6123 Cheney
WA Eatts Line
800-572•5655

'The contestant drawing the light-weight,
highly efficient weedeater wo.uld be at a
definite advantage. ·,

please during the battle with no
two prisoners having the same
tool. Acceptable hand tools would
include a shovel, a hoe, a rake, a
chain saw, an a.ll, a sledge
hammer, a sickle, a baseball bat,
a sidewalk edger, a fencepost
digger, a pick and the weed-eater
among others.
Each tool would be sharpened,
priP'ed and .tested prior to each
event to insure confidence in the

contestant that his tool can be
used to its fullest advantage.
Each contestant would be permitted to train and practice with the
tool he draws well in advance at
the event.
To the delight of armchair
quarterbacks, various strategies
or " game plans" would be in-

'A number of contestants would enter with
no thought of winning, but for the sheer
pleasure of participating.'
volved in the combat. For instance, a contestant drawing a
heavy, bulky tool such as the
fencepost digger would be at a
d~finite disadvantage compared
to the contestant drawing the
light weight, highly efficient
weed-~ater. The disadvantaged
contestant might then decide it
wise to try to, early in the fight,
seek _out a contestant with a tool
more suitable to his own individual tastes and needs and dislodge that tool from the contestant in some manner.
As for the attendance for such
an event, tickets would be sold in
similar fashion as they are sold at
boxing bouts. The best seats
would probably cost in the neighporhood of $500 ranging down to
the general admission seats
which would go for about $25.
Concession stands would operate
just like they do at any other
sporting event. Other moneymaking items such as programs
<complete with names, numbers
and personal profiles), souvenir
t-shirts, etc., would be sold with
all
.,. profits from the event going to

state governments, easing the
tax burden on the rest of us.
As for the contestants themselves, any · man or woman on
earth that voluntarily wanted · to
participate would be allowed to
do so. However, with the terminal
results of such an event, most
contestants would be men in state
prisons who are sentenced to
death and are willing to take a
chance at winning.
The reward for winning -- an
easy, luxurious life in exile plus
the fame of national recognition -would be enough to muster up
plenty of eager contestants. Of
course, there would be a number
of contestants who would enter
with no thought of winning but
who enter for the sheer pleasure
of participating.
In the event that such gladiator
games become extremely popular and produce an abundance of
winners, an annual " tournament
of champions' ' could evolve. This
would reduce the number of
winners gaining exile to one per
year.
Team play between prisons
<creating rivalries), the addition
of women's teams and international competition are all interesting possibilities for the gladiator games. But no matter what
direction the event may take, one
J)1Ust keep it in the proper perspective and recognize the positive things t~at the event accomplishes: 1> it r:-ids society of the
. lowest forms of humans, 2) it
alleviates the problems caused
by such individuals, 3) it would
lower the tax rate for the taxpayer by the revenue it would
bring in, 4 ) it would clean out and
ease overcrowding in our state
peni tentiaries, and 5) it would
help reduce the number of idiots
running around in the world .
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Easterner photo by Jeff Riggs
EWU's varsity soccer team trounced Whitworth 7--0 last Thursday at Woodward Field.

Kickers preside.

over Whitworth
by Dennis Hays
Easterner Staff
It_ was a tough weekend, but
EWU's varsity socc-er team managed a 1-2 record in their first
week of competition. The Eagles got their season
started on the right track with a
7-0 win over Whitworth last
Thursday. But Saturday they
dropped a 4-1 decision-to Idaho in
Moscow, and got shut-out at
home 4-0 by Montana on Sunday.
Against Whitworth, Eastern
controlled the game from the
opening kick-off, according to
coach Mike ·Holland.
"We kicked-off and ran
straight down the field for a
shot," he said. "From there we
controlled the game. We outshot
them 27-6."
Five different players scored
goals for the EaglE:s, led by John
Webster's hat trick. Jon Matson,
Mike Campbell, Adel Makbel,
and Hock An Chia added one goal

each to round out the scoring.
Goalie Greg Perry recorded the
shutout for Eastern.
"Both the offense and defense
played well," said Holland. "We
didn't give them many opportunities to score, and on offense our
passing was sharp."
Over the weekend, however,
Eastern's offense and defense
were less than effective. Holland
explained the problems his team
had in the two games.
"On offense, we had too many
unforced errors," he said. "We
couldn't control the ball so our
· offense couldn't flow. We didn't
have much variety in our offensive attack either."
On defense, Eastern allowed
their opponents over 30 shots in
each game. Holland s~id that
loose marking and overcommitment to regain possession of the
ball were the Eagle defensive
downfalls.
''We didn't cover our opponents

closely enough," he said. We
gave them too much room and
they took more shots. Therefore,
they scored more goals."
For the second time in the
young season, EWU's Henry
Groenen was ejected from a
game. He received his.,first red
card in the Whitworth game, .this
meant he had to sit' out the Idaho
match. He was red-carded again
on ~unday. His second ejection
means that Groenen may have to
sit out the rest of the season.
The Eagles have a 2 p.m.
match today at Gonzaga. On
Tuesday the Eagles will host the
Bulldogs for a rematch at 2 p.m.
on the intramural field. Holland
feels th~t Gonzaga is the top team
in the Central Northwest Soccer
Conference.
"Gonzaga is a tough team," he
said. "They have already beaten
the three teams that we have ·
plc}yed, and no one has scored a
goal against them yet." .

The Eastern-Portland State
football game can be heard live
Saturday night on radio station
KICN-FM (98.9). The pre-game
show will begin at 6:50 p.m . . ..
Portland State quarterback
Neil Lomax has completed 806 of
1394 passes for ll,099 yards and
80 touchdowns during his college
career. He has had only 50
interceptions and holds almost all
All-Division career passing records except TD passes which is 93
held by Doug Williams of Grambling. Williams is now the QB for
the Tampa Bay B~ccaneers ...
PSU wide receiver Clint Didier
is the younger brother of. former
Eagle receiving star Curt Didier.
Clint, who formerly played for
Dick Zornes at Columbia Basin
College, leads the NCAA Division
1-AA in catches this season with
39, good for 599 yards and five
touchdowns ...
Eastern freshman fullback
Todd McGrady may start again
Saturday for the second week in a ·
row in place of Bryan Johnson,'
who remains doubtful with a
badly bruised right thigh. McGrady gained 30 yards in eigh_t
carries and scored on a 9-yards
run against Cal State ...

••••••••••
Spokane police got a call the
other morning that a jogger was
running along a residential street
wearing only a cap and running
shoes.
Qfficers in patrol cars couldn't
find the naked runner.
Finally, an alert officer asked
the radio dispatcher if the dispatcher could help provide a
positive ID on the jogger by
describing the jogger's shoes ...

••••••••••

This year's World Series marks
the first time in· history that
baseball's world championship
will be deci<!ed without the benefit of grass fields. Both Veterans
Stadium in Philadelphia and Royals Stadium in Kansas City have
artificial surfaces . . .

••••••••••
Q. The greatest football quarterback of all time, some say,
was Sammy Baugh. How much
money did he make in his 1?.est
season?
A. $19,000.

···••*••··
According ,to the Guinness
Book of World Records, the highest speed at which any greyhound
h~s been timed is 41.72 m.p.h.
(410 yards in 20.1 seconds). The
record time was clocked at Richmond, New South Wales, Australia, on April 25, 1968 ...

••••••••••
The Seattle Seahawks continue
to confuse Reno oddsmakers. The
'Hawks are now winless at home
(0-3) and undefeated on the road
(3-0) . . . Seahawk linebacker
Michael Jackson, a 6-1, 220pound, second-year pro from the
University of Washington, leads
the team in tackles with 60 . . ..
,

••••••••••

Pro football coach John
McKay, asked after a loss by his
Tampa Bay Buccaneers what he
thought of his team's execution :
" I'm in favor of it" ...

Shooting it out

Rifle team ranked 11th

.. ,~

....

by Ed Hale
The EWU Rifle Team, ranked
nth in the count~y last_yea~, is
off to a fast start again this year.
After · losing three top shooters
through graduation, Coach SGT
M;.1jor George Naluai did a great
recruiting job, filling in the missing links in the squad.
The EWU Army ROTC White
Team captured first place Safurday in the Inland Empire Rifle
Conference's first match in Moscow, hosted by the University of
Idaho.
Led by newcomer, Matt Anderson, freshman, who also fired a
first place match score of
550x600, the White Team scored
2071 to beat out Washington

State's Army ROTC Squad that
scored 2000. The University of
Idaho Army ROTC Rifle Team
was third with 1957.
The varsity Red team led by
two-year letterman Diane Olson,
captured first place with a 1932,
over North Idaho CoUcge's 1927
and Gonza~a University's 1542.
EWU Army ROTC White Team
had veteran Ed Hale finishing
second place overall with a
536x600. James Haeg fired a 509x
600 followed by Evelyn Dingman
shooting a 476x600 and Mike Hess
with a 428x600.
Diane Olson fired a 53lx600 to
finish third overall with newcomers Wayde Burnett shooting
a 464x600, Mark Shulz had a

477x600, Bob Rowe with a 454x
600 and Tom Jarms finished with

EWU IA(Orrien's ·soccer
looking for recruits

a 327x600, for the EWU Red
by Jennifer Bowman
Team.
Easterner Staff
The Eagles Rifle Squad has a
The EWU Women's Soccer
tough season ahead of them as
Club
is alive and kicking this
they will shoot in six NCAA
invitational Matches against season and is "loQking for a few
schools which were ranked within good women,'' according to
the top ten last year, such as coach Dave Gilkey.
"We've been practicing for a
Eastern Kentucky, Murray State,
Tennessee Tech, East Tennessee couple weeks now," Gilkey said.
State, and · Western Kentucky "But any women interested in
joining the club is invited to
University.
practice
with us."
The Eagles next match will be
The
next
practice is scheduled
in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, Oct.
31-Nov. 1, then ,home on Nov. 14, today at 3 p.m. next to the Cheney
15, and 16 for the Annual Eagle High football field. The club's
Trophy Match hosted by the first game is slated for Oct. 26
against Central with future
Eagles Rifle Team.
'

games against Washington State
and the University of Idaho.
Gilkey, who played on the EWU
men's varsity soccer team a year
ago, says the women's club is not
receiving any funds from the
University but is getting by with
a little improvising.
"The women are using the
men's old uniforms and are
checking out equipment from the
phase," Gilkey said. "Considering this is only the club's second
season, I am satisfied with our
progress and the girls' attitudes
have been great."

